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Recently revised estimates show that real GNP rose at a 3.7 percent annual rate in the first quarter of this year. This 
growth appears to reflect inventory building, since real final sales (output less business inventory investment) fell at a 
0.7 percent rate during the quarter. Over the past few quarters, however, final sales measures have been distorted to an 
unusual extent by government purchases of farm products by the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC).

Since CCC purchases are offset by equal reductions in business (farm) inventory investment, such purchases do not 
affect real GNP. There is little reason, other than accounting convention, for treating such inventory purchases differently 
than farm inventory investment. When CCC purchases rise, however, final sales also rise since business inventory invest
ment is reduced. Similarly, when such purchases fall, measured final sales are depressed.

In the fourth quarter of 1985, CCC purchases surged to a record $33.7 billion (1982 prices), almost twice their previous 
record level in the fourth quarter of 1982. Such purchases then declined to $7.7 billion in the first quarter of 1986. When 
CCC purchases are excluded from government purchases and included in inventory investment, adjusted final sales mat
ches better with the pattern of GNP growth (see table below).

Real inventory investment, including CCC purchases, accelerated from $27.4 billion in the fourth quarter to $40.7 billion 
in the first quarter of this year, but the rise is substantially smaller than the reported surge in real business inventory 
investment from $-6.3 billion to $33 billion in the same period. Analysts who focus on the decline in real final sales and 
the large rise in business inventory purchases are likely to view the near-term outlook for production and employment 
more pessimistically than is warranted by the adjusted figures.

Growth Rates of Real GNP and Final Sales
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‘Adjusted to include CCC purchases in inventory investment instead of in government purchases
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